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The Egyptian, Cardoon, Illinois, Friday, January 27, 1950

---Southern Society---

Sigmas Pi Invites Students
Seven Sigma Pi pledges will be initiated by W. M. Stock, John Bledsoe, Don Drinkwater, Wally Black, Ben Toops, Lyle Vergil and Walt Bailey. After the initiation all members will meet in the meeting room.

At Monday's meeting, plans were made for Sigma Pi's act at the variety show. Jim Shaw plans to present the Ogdens College band on February 15.

Dick Haskins is in "Foul "Nights" on account of personal business.

Phi Sigma Phi--Open House
Phi Sigma open house was held on Saturday, Feb. 5, Katherine Feinberg was chairman.

Monday was Phi Sigma's open house. It was attended by all available members and their guests. It was a "secret" affair for the "initiation". For the "initiation" only the names in the club were called and the "initiations" were sent by cards.

Tuesday, "Help Day", the club decided to clean house before the formal business began.

Tate Hall Visits
Bill Allmschulz, Bill in position as the head man to assist and bound Monday meeting.

Don Killian spent the weekend of the chapter house party and attended the meeting for the service Feb. 16.

Phi Kappa Tau Plans Initiation
Phi Kappa Tau pledges will hold an initiation dinner in the fine dining room this Sunday. They are Bob Miller, Ray Denmark, Sonny Carter, Jack Dunn, Jim Lough, Edgar Lunsford, Tom Turner, and Herb Rennberger.

Prime Alpha, Chi Del alpha, and Monday's meeting, Phi Kappa Tau was initiated into Phi Kappa Tau on February 14.

The annual Phi Tau "Dinner" will be held at a local cause City Lodge teen night.

Sigmas Kappa Schedule
Feb. 8: "My Family Valentine" is the theme for Sigma Kappa's Valentine's formal, set for February 17.

Feb. 11: the dinner will be at the Civic Center. Food, coffee, and wine will be served. Sigma Kappa, Sigma Eta, Sigma Lambda, Sigma Chi, and Delta Chi will be in attendance.

Sigmas Kappa Schedule, Valentine's Formal
My Family Valentine is the theme for Sigma Kappa's Valentine's formal, set for February 17.
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Salukis Battle Western, Normal In Fight For IIAAC Leadership

Intramurals

Marberry Leads
IIAC Scoring

IN IAC Teams Have Full Slate This Weekend

Swimmers Meet Western Illinois Here Tomorrow

Johnston Elected
President Of New PE Club

30 Sr Students Now
In Practice Teaching

Talley Continues Lead
In SIU Scoring Race

LOOKY! LOOKY DROODLES! HAVE A BALL!

WHAT'S THIS? HINT FOR NEXT PARAGRAPH

Lucky S Nutty - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother

Lucky Strike - The American Tobacco Company's number one cigarette.